We report measurements of the valence band width in compressed Ge determined from x-ray emission spectra below the Ge K edge. The width of the valence band does not show any pressure dependence in the semiconducting diamond-type structure of Ge below 10 GPa. On the other hand, in the metallic -Sn phase above 10 GPa the valence band width increases under compression. Density-functional calculations show an increasing valence band width under compression both in the semiconducting phase (contrary to experiment) and in the metallic -Sn phase of Ge (in agreement with observed pressure-induced broadening). The pressure-independent valence band width in the semiconducting phase of Ge appears to require theoretical advances beyond the density-functional theory or the GW approximation. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.96.137402 PACS numbers: 78.70.En , 61.10.Ht, 62.50.+p, 71.20.Mq The bandwidth and the band gap may be considered as the most important parameter characterizing the electronic structure of a solid. Most band structure calculations available today are based on local approximation to densityfunctional theory (DFT) [1, 2] . Even though Kohn-Sham eigenvalues [2] from that theory do not match exactly photoemission band-mapping experiments, they are remarkably similar to band energies obtained experimentally [3] . More exact quasiparticle (QP) calculations of band energies, which use Dyson's equation, include many-body corrections via the electron self-energy [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The predicted band broadening is only 0.05 eV in germanium and 0.08 eV in silicon [3, 6] [both systems having 4=3 ÿ1=3 r s 2:0, where is density of electrons]; i.e., the predicted effect is smaller than the typical uncertainty in a valence-band minimum determined by angleresolved photoemission. On the other hand, the effect of pressure on the band gap in semiconductors is substantial [11] and should be easily detectable in the pressure range of diamond anvil cell (DAC) experiments. Unfortunately, photoemission measurements in DACs are not feasible. The alternative technique is to consider pressure effect on the valence-band emission line in Ge from 4p states to 1s core state [K 2 at 11100.8 eV [12] ], which is accessible using x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) in DACs. The normal procedure for analyzing XES and x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) assumes the final state rule [13] , which means that the core-hole effects need to be taken into account for the XAS case, but not for the XES case. This is the reason why XES is more reliable if one wants to obtain density of states information directly. Such measurements are further motivated by the lack of consensus in theoretical models taking full account of manybody corrections to the band structure problem even in the case of simple metals [8, 9, 14, 15] , and by the scarce amount of experimental information regarding the pressure effects on the valence-band states. While the uniaxial pressure effects on the electronic states at the top of the valence band are quite well understood [16] , the effects of pressure on the valence-band effective masses and on the electronic states deep in the valence band have been much less studied. The available experimental results on the binding energy of shallow impurity levels in Si [17] indicate that average effective mass of the valence band may even decrease under hydrostatic pressure, unexpectedly indicating possible narrowing of the valence band in compressed Si. On the contrary, the decrease of the effective mass of the conduction band is observed under compression in Si [17] , which goes along with the expectations. The phase transitions at 10 GPa in Ge and at 12 GPa in Si are particularly interesting because of the possible change of electron-electron correlations between the semiconducting (insulator) and the metallic phase.
The bandwidth and the band gap may be considered as the most important parameter characterizing the electronic structure of a solid. Most band structure calculations available today are based on local approximation to densityfunctional theory (DFT) [1, 2] . Even though Kohn-Sham eigenvalues [2] from that theory do not match exactly photoemission band-mapping experiments, they are remarkably similar to band energies obtained experimentally [3] . More exact quasiparticle (QP) calculations of band energies, which use Dyson's equation, include many-body corrections via the electron self-energy [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The predicted band broadening is only 0.05 eV in germanium and 0.08 eV in silicon [3, 6] [both systems having 4=3 ÿ1=3 r s 2:0, where is density of electrons]; i.e., the predicted effect is smaller than the typical uncertainty in a valence-band minimum determined by angleresolved photoemission. On the other hand, the effect of pressure on the band gap in semiconductors is substantial [11] and should be easily detectable in the pressure range of diamond anvil cell (DAC) experiments. Unfortunately, photoemission measurements in DACs are not feasible. The alternative technique is to consider pressure effect on the valence-band emission line in Ge from 4p states to 1s core state [K 2 at 11100.8 eV [12] ], which is accessible using x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) in DACs. The normal procedure for analyzing XES and x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) assumes the final state rule [13] , which means that the core-hole effects need to be taken into account for the XAS case, but not for the XES case. This is the reason why XES is more reliable if one wants to obtain density of states information directly. Such measurements are further motivated by the lack of consensus in theoretical models taking full account of manybody corrections to the band structure problem even in the case of simple metals [8, 9, 14, 15] , and by the scarce amount of experimental information regarding the pressure effects on the valence-band states. While the uniaxial pressure effects on the electronic states at the top of the valence band are quite well understood [16] , the effects of pressure on the valence-band effective masses and on the electronic states deep in the valence band have been much less studied. The available experimental results on the binding energy of shallow impurity levels in Si [17] indicate that average effective mass of the valence band may even decrease under hydrostatic pressure, unexpectedly indicating possible narrowing of the valence band in compressed Si. On the contrary, the decrease of the effective mass of the conduction band is observed under compression in Si [17] , which goes along with the expectations. The phase transitions at 10 GPa in Ge and at 12 GPa in Si are particularly interesting because of the possible change of electron-electron correlations between the semiconducting (insulator) and the metallic phase.
We report the valence-band emission studies of Ge through the phase transition at 10 GPa up to 31 GPa. We compare experimental results with theoretical calculations performed with the full potential linearized augmented plane wave method within the density-functional theory (DFT); the electrons exchange-correlation energy was described in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). The experimentally determined width of the valence band is not increasing with pressure in the semiconducting diamond-type phase, contrary to theoretical results. The theoretical predictions for the metallic -Sn phase above 10 GPa are in good agreement with experiment.
We have measured the valence-band x-ray emission spectra in compressed germanium at pressures between 1 to 31 GPa at the HPCAT inelastic x-ray scattering beam line (Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory). A standard Mao-Bell piston-cylinder DAC with enlarged side openings was used in XES experiments. We used 300 m flat culet diamonds. The Ge sample of 99.9999% purity was loaded into the hole about 50 m in diameter drilled in a Be gasket (no pressure medium was used). The pressure in the sample chamber was measured using ruby fluorescence. The undulator gap was set at 13 keV (third harmonic). The monochromatic x-ray beam (1 eV FWHM) was focused down to 60 m size at the sample position, and x-ray emission spectra were collected through the Be gasket. The signal level was about 300 cts= sec with these settings. Figure 1 gives overview of measured spectra.
All calculations were performed with the full potential linearized augmented plane wave method using WIEN2K [18] . The electron exchange-correlation energy was described in the generalized gradient approximation [19] . The local-density approximation (LDA) [20] was also employed to compare with the GGA. The plane wave cutoff was set to RK max 7:5. Convergence tests showed the use of 3000 k points for the calculation of the primitive unit cell in both diamond-type and -Sn phases in the Brillouin zone is sufficient. The theoretical equilibrium lattice constant, determined by fitting the total energy of the GGA calculations as a function of volume to the Murnaghan equation of state [21] , is 10.89 a.u. for the diamond phase which is only 1.9% larger than the experimental value of 10.69 a.u. The calculated bulk modulus is 76 GPa, in excellent agreement with the experimental value of 77 GPa at ambient pressure. In the -Sn phase, the structural parameters were optimized at different pressures by minimizing the total energy. Besides using a single unit cell, additional XES calculations were performed for both the diamond-type and -Sn phase using a 64 atoms (2 2 2) supercell. All atoms were treated as inequivalent with a 1s core hole created in one of the atoms. A 40 k points set was used in the self-consistent field (SCF) calculation and a more extensive 200 k points set was used in the XES calculations.
While the line shape of the emission spectra is modified by the response function of the spectrometer, we expect that the changes in the linewidth under pressure should not be affected appreciably by these broadening effects and can be traced back to the changes in the underlying band structure. We show theoretically calculated spectra in Fig. 2 . To simulate core-hole lifetime effects we convoluted theoretical spectra with a E 1:96 eV FWHM Lorentzian [22] , and with a 1.5 eV FWHM Gaussian to take into account instrumental line broadening. The convoluted spectra shown in Fig. 2 
FIG. 1 (color online)
. Overview of valence-band emission spectra in Ge at selected pressures. We show the schematics of the transition from 4p to 1s states on the left. The 4p valenceband structure is adopted from [3] , and the full bandwidth is indicated by the arrow (red online) in the inset. The details of the measurements and setup were reported in [31] . Spectra are normalized and shifted on the energy scale to match at the high-energy side of the peak. Emission spectra at 1, 5, and 9 GPa were collected from the semiconducting diamond-type phase and have nearly identical line shape, while the spectra at 13, 21, and 31 GPa from the metallic -Sn phase demonstrate the linewidth which is increasing under pressure. other technical parameters and found not much change. Figure 2(a) shows the XES spectra calculated from supercell model for diamond-type (using a very large 64 atoms unit cell) at 0 and 9 GPa, and for -Sn at 10 GPa. We performed cluster calculations up to 836 atoms and see no changes from the band structure results. The trend is the same as in using the single unit cell electronic band structure [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)], which is not surprising. We plot the change in the FWHM (E) of the valence-band emission in Fig. 3 . The experimental width of the valence-band emission line has increased by approximately 1 eVafter the phase transition to the dense high-pressure -Sn phase. In contrast to the theoretical results, in the low-pressure diamond-type phase the linewidth does not change with increasing pressure within the experimental uncertainty. The theoretical calculated linewidths are obtained from the single unit cell band structure calculations after convolution of the theoretical spectra according to the scheme shown in Fig. 2(c) . We note that the experimental FWHM is about 6 -7 eV, and derives most probably from p-like states at the top of the valence band. The calculated p-PDOS (projected density of states) of the diamondtype and the -Sn phase at several pressures are shown in Fig. 4 . The p-PDOS of diamond-type Ge shows three distinct bands with increasing p character at higher energy. The band at 10 eV below the Fermi level has strong Ge 4s character and the highest energy band centered around 2.5 eV from the Fermi level composes of primarily Ge 4p states. Accordingly, the calculated XES using a single unit cell show a strong transition at around ÿ2:5 eV with a distinct shoulder at ÿ4 eV and two weaker bands at ÿ7:5 and ÿ10 eV. For the -Sn Ge, both the calculated p-PDOS and the XES profile are much broader particularly for the high-energy band near the Fermi level. The calculated XES with the larger 64 atoms supercell show qualitatively similar patterns. However, in diamond-type Ge, the predicted intensities for the ÿ7:5 and ÿ10 eV bands are much stronger. In agreement with experiment, the width of the highest energy band of -Sn Ge is significantly broader than for the diamond-type Ge. The XES profiles computed from the single unit cell calculations are in good agreement with experiment [ Fig. 2(c) ]. The theoretical XES obtained from the supercell calculations produced a similar trend but the agreement with experiment is less satisfactory. This is due to the large contribution of the intensities from the 8 to 10 eV below the Fermi level with large Ge 4s character which does not allow a comparison of the diamond-type and -Sn theoretical results. It is likely that these transition intensities are overestimated by the supercell calculations. A possible explanation for the pressure-independent linewidth of x-ray valence-band emission could be pursued with QP calculations taking into account many-body effects [10] . No such calculations were attempted in this work. It has been suggested from GW calculations on the homogeneous electron gas [23] that the experimentally observed reduction in the width of the valence band [24] in some free-electron-like metals with respect to its freeelectron value is at least partly caused by many-body correlation effects. Theoretical calculations by Mahan and Sernelius [23] (the GW results without vertex corrections) predict relative valence-band narrowing, which becomes less pronounced at higher electronic densities [25] . In Fig. 3 the broadening of the free-electron-like valence band width is shown as a continuous line, and a dashed line represents corrections from GW calculations [23, 25] . These results imply that in compressed Ge one would expect a negligible effect on the valence-band narrowing under compression due to many-body effects. The experimentally observed trend certainly does not follow these expectations. This discrepancy may be due to different nature of correlations in the semiconducting diamond- type Ge as compared to the simple alkali metals. Moreover, it has been shown [26, 27] [10] indicate that self-consistent calculations taking into account vertex corrections may be required for a fundamental description of the entire valence QP band structure of Ge (and Si) within 0.1 eV accuracy; moreover, such an accuracy may even require the inclusion of mechanisms beyond the GWA [28] . It is quite possible that these mechanisms can be tested using our data on the valenceband behavior in compressed Ge. In summary, the reported measurements demonstrate feasibility of studies of the valence-band structure in compressed semiconductor. Theoretically calculated pressureinduced changes in the valence band width within the DFT framework are in good agreement with the experiment in the metallic -Sn phase of Ge above 10 GPa. However, in the semiconducting diamond-type phase below 10 GPa the experimental valence band width does not show any of the broadening effects predicted theoretically. It is generally believed that DFT methods are sufficient to describe band structure of semiconducting Ge and Si; however, our results indicate that valence-band electronic structure could not be described satisfactorily within the DFT framework. We believe that electronic correlation effects neglected in DFT are responsible for the observed behavior. Further QP calculations within the self-consistent GW approximation or beyond may be required to understand the experimental findings. Future XES experiments may provide further important information on the valence band changes through the high-pressure Cmca and hcp phases of Ge [29] . Experiments using resonant inelastic x-ray scattering technique at the K edge of Ge [30] may also provide more detailed information on the valence-band structure of compressed Ge.
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